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ABSTRACT
The turn of the century has seen a paradigm shift in the process of teaching-learning
transaction, the most crucial among them being the role of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT). Its application in teaching has been underway for
quite some time particularly at the open universities and several distance teaching
institutions. Its foray into the arena of education has met with mixed reaction. Every
teacher, in particular the senior ones, has been apprehensive about her/his performance
primarily because of the hangover of the traditional system and also the xenophobia about
technology. But the current pandemic has brought about a significant change in our
approach towards handling teaching-learning transactions. Dependence on technology is
not a matter of choice, but has become a viable alternative. The question that is getting
raised is – Is there no way to revive face-to-face teaching? And there comes the mode of
Blended Learning with the glimmer of hope that all that of face-to-face (F2F) teaching is
not over. We need to judiciously blend ICT with F2F. In this regard, the next round of
questions is – Why to blend? What to blend? How to blend? In this connection this paper
basically aims to provide answers to these Why, What and How, which the authors have
sought through their experiences of teaching-learning transactions of History at the Senior
Secondary Level. Here inter alia one of the authors made a Power Point (PPT) Presentation
on ‘Teaching of Mughal Architecture’ to a group of twenty-eight students and obtained their
feedbacks. The learners got the first time exposure about Blended Learning and felt
interested about exploring the various dimensions of this mode.
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INTRODUCTION
The importance of ICT in the arena of education emerges from the fact that our march into
the twenty-first century has been characterised by the overall knowledge scenario having
begun to impact human endeavours in all walks of life, as never before (Ahmed& Garg,
2015). The learners of today have started looking beyond the four walls of their classrooms.
At present the country and the entire globe are confronted with an unprecedented crisis
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. In order to prevent the spread of the virus the educational
institutions in the country have taken resort to online mode as they are not able to bring

the teachers and the students under the same roof. Notwithstanding the gravity of the
situation and the impediments caused by it, the pandemic has provided a unique
opportunity to rethink about the strategies to be adopted for teaching-learning
transactions and evaluation of students.
Internet is the factor which has been contributing significantly towards revolutionizing the
teaching-learning transactions. It provides interactivity through email, videoconferencing,
access to Open Education Resources (OER) which present a wide range of courses including
those on offer by frontline universities of the world, Open Access (OA) to freely
downloadable resources without infringing with the copyright issues, satellite-based
learning, Mobile-App Based Learning which has become possible by way of convergence
between mobile technologies and wireless infrastructure. YouTube is a very big resource
and through it one can access educational videos in wide ranging areas. Digital libraries
provide a large repository of educational resources and can be accessed by one sitting at
one’s home. Just to name a few, Cloud Computing, Podcasts and Vodcasts are extremely
innovative interventions in ICT based education (Dikshit, 2005; Das, Ghosh, & Garg, 2016).
So, the die is cast. We are now aware of the possibilities of ICT in education. But, what
about our preparedness? When we say ‘Preparedness’, we mean preparedness of the
teachers and students as well, and along with that, of the guardians and community at
large. It not only hints at the technological concerns, but also the pedagogical and
psychological aspects. And then the question that keeps bothering us -What about the good
old F2F mode? Is the mode which had been in vogue over the years, going to be extinct?
The pandemic situation has compelled us to raise such doubts. Since the online mode
turned out to be the only viable alternative under the circumstances, the institutions were
constrained to resort to online classes without much of preparedness. With the passage of
time, the idiosyncrasies associated with the mode started surfacing, which turned the
attention towards possibilities of merging the features of F2F with those of online mode.
According to Bates (1995), the institutions operating under the Open and Distance Learning
System had been practising the combination of the methodology of Distance Education
with Face-to-Face (F2F) mode, the mainstay of which had been the print medium. It
evolved with self-learning instructional materials based on audio, video, interactive audiovideo, tele counselling, online lectures and so on. But for the hangover of the traditional
system, the teachers and learners had the scope to fall back on the F2F mode from time to
time, thereby experiencing a blend of both the modes, which came to be known as ‘Blended
Learning (BL)’. Ideally, they are exposed to a judicious combination of both the modes.
All that has been stated above perhaps provide a reasonably satisfactory answer to the
issue of ‘Why’. So now we need to explore ‘What’ and ‘How’. With such an objective in mind
the authors had planned to examine the efficacy of BL through an exercise of ‘Teaching
Mughal Architecture by making use of Blended Learning’. The exercise was done during the
period when the academic institutions were closed and so there was no possibility of
bringing the learners face-to-face. One of the authors delivered a lecture through online
mode to a select group of twenty-eight students using a Power Point Presentation. Under
normal circumstances, the author would have delivered the lecture F2F. So, for the analysis,
the act of delivering the lecture through online mode has to be treated as F2F by default.
With this backdrop an analysis has been made about the ‘What’ and ‘How’. The authors had
based their analysis on some pioneering works on BL, a brief review of which is being
presented.
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Ultranet and Digital Learning Branch, Department of Education and Early Childhood
Development, Victoria, Melbourne, Australia (2006-2011) has made a detailed study about
the following: Why should we go for BL, What are the ingredients to be blended and How

are we supposed to go about with the blending? In their detailed analysis they have not
come out with any specific prescription as regards what all are to be blended, what would
be the right proportion of the quantum of ingredients through each sub-mode, time
allocation for them and so on. But a very important observation has been made, and it
indicates that the need base of the learners is the matter of true concern and depending on
that the blending has to be planned, Further, every activity should be able to replicate some
classroom situation or the other. It has inter alia been felt that BL proved to be quite
effective in meeting the challenges of limited resources as well as special needs of many
children.
One of the conclusions of the study entitled ‘Blended learning: the new normal and
emerging technologies’ by Dziuban et al. (2018) is that the efficacy of BL depends to a great
extent on access, success and how the learners perceive their learning environments. It is
obvious that the expression ‘new normal’ has not been used as it is being used in connection
with the pandemic. It is rather emphatic about BL ushering in a new era in the annals of
education scenario in the entire globe. While talking about learners’ perception about
pursuit for excellence, it has pointed out about “the existence of robust if-then decision
rules for determining how students evaluate their educational experience”, which are
largely independent of course modality, relevance of content and anticipated grades. The
authors have strongly felt that the evolution of BL will be largely regulated by the way the
human thought process is guided by the emerging ICTs.
At the time of writing this paper, the schools in our country are going through an uncertain
situation. Indications are there that the institutions would open in a phased manner and
the pupils will attend classes in school, subject to the consent obtained from their
guardians. A thought process for having blended classrooms is underway which would
include F2F instructions such as direct lecture and group discussion or group work through
online mode. Opinions have been expressed through several articles (Rao V Chandra
Sekhar, 2019; Ferlazzo L, 2020; Vallѐe A, Blacher J, Carlou A & Sorbets A,2020), one of
which has envisaged BL as a hybrid model, another visualized BL as an evolved practice
rather than a trend and yet another made a comparative study of traditional vis-a-vis BL
method in the area of health education. They indicate that we have a long way to go as
regards chalking out a proper plan for execution of this approach in future. Nonetheless, it
has been expressed that BL helps in breaking the monotony of a classroom and in
encouraging the otherwise shy and introvert learner to take part in interaction.
Andrew (2018) dealt with the andragogical model in the context of BL and found that it
had provided a useful framework for analysing the needs of adult learners studying
vocationally relevant degrees at a distance. Though andragogy is targeted towards adult
learners, the study was found useful as it hinted at the utilisation of the BL in disseminating
skill-based education required for vocational courses. It is particularly significant because
vocational courses are very much dependent on hands-on-training, and it is generally felt
that it is not possible through the distance mode. In case of teaching of History, the visual
mode comes very handy in bringing home critical knowledge about sites and destinations
which is very crucial. So, this experience of andragogical model for vocational courses has
a subtle significance for teaching-learning transactions in History.
APPROACH ADOPTED BY THE AUTHORS
Taking cue from the above review and internalizing the constraints of the pandemic
situation, the first author made a modest effort of conducting an online teaching session
on BL. She being a teacher of History, the topic chosen was ‘Mughal Architecture through
Blended Learning’. The idea was to explain the features of BL using an example. This was
done through a Power Point Presentation, the slides of which are appended at the end. As
stated earlier, the PPT Presentation is to be considered as equivalent to an illustrated

classroom lecture. The ingredients of the blend will keep emerging through the
presentation, the salient features of which are as under –
•

The first three slides describe the features of BL;

•

The fourth slide is very significant in the sense that it presents the features to be
blended;

•

The fifth slide helps in acquainting the learners with a smart classroom;

•

The sixth slide assigns a task of identifying the commonality between the
structures of Humayun’s Tomb, Taj Mahal and Bibi-Ka-Maqbara. The seventh,
eighth and ninth slides are photographs of the three structures;

•

The real essence of BL is first felt by way of the tenth slide which takes the learners
through a guided tour of the three sites;

•

The eleventh slide is again an assignment of task of looking into the commonalities
of the structure and elevation of the three monuments and these presented by way
of the six slides, twelfth to the seventeenth;

•

The eighteenth and the nineteenth slides provide exposure to the learners about
tele-teaching via satellite, which again is a significant component of the blend. It
helps in conceptualizing the process of real time interactivity with a teacher, who
is an expert in the field, at a distance;

•

Slides 20 to 25 provide explanation about the commonalities in the architecture of
the three structures concerned. These are to be treated as equivalent to the lecture
in the F2F mode;

•

Slide 26 presents assignment questions:

•

The Slides 27 and 28 sensitize the learners about a significant linkage with the
History of Science.

The PPT was followed by an online assignment consisting of five open ended questions on
the aforesaid topic. The author took timely effort to remind children about the submission
of the given assignment on a prescribed date. It was quite satisfying to note that 24
students in a class of 28 submitted the assignment on the due date. The four students who
did not come up with the given task cited technological failure at their end. In addition, a
forum for discussion was created in ‘Microsoft Teams’ to yield ideas on the contribution of
cultural heritage in the development of a country with special reference to the Mughal
Monuments. The author informally observed that a large number of children had been
putting forward their ideas in the chat box intermittently. This behaviour is generally not
so prominent in a normal classroom situation when children are restricted by a short
classroom period of 40 or 45 minutes. Moreover, not all children display similar kind of
interpersonal skills due to factors related to individual differences.
In a technology mediated discussion forum somehow the hesitation of being monitored by
their classmates does not prevail; thus, leading to a higher degree of participation or
communication in the classroom. It is to be noted carefully that, though the digital platform
for discussion lacks explicit potential for socialization, it will fairly instil a sense of
confidence amongst young minds to collaborate further with their peers and the way they
participated in the digital platform for exchanging ideas, debating on issues related to the
conservation of the monuments, it appears this collaboration may encourage them to

transfer this skill to the face-to-face situation. Thus, from the strategic point of view, we
could raise hopes towards strengthening social skills amongst young learners.
Information and Communication Technology in history education assumes a prime place as
per the research analysis conducted by British Educational Communications and
Technology Agency (Becta 2003), where it has quoted findings on computer driven
learning. From this evidence it emerges that through computer simulations students can
get a better understanding of crucial decisions in history and their connection to the
variables of environment and pressure of time.
BLENDED LEARNING HAS AN EDGE
National Education Policy 2020 throws light on the urgency of digital learning by stating
“Schools will develop smart classrooms, in a phased manner, for using digital pedagogy
and thereby enriching the teaching learning process with online resources and
collaborations” (NEP 2020, p.20).
The aforementioned spirit of the policy will be highly valued in school education by bringing
a fair degree of blended learning in Indian socio-economic scenario. The position of the
digital learning in 21st Century Globalized World may be gauged through the following
points which talks about various competencies.
1- Digital Learning not only promises a better degree of teaching learning
outcomes, but also it is preparing a child for other competencies like
researching on various digital tools, identifying primary documents from a
reservoir of historical literature, recognizing authentic educational websites
and so on.
2- In a digitally designed lesson, a learner is to exhibit independent thinking
without any pressure from the teacher. In a self-paced atmosphere, freedom
of thinking encourages the child to come up with her ideas fearlessly. As a
result, creative thinking seems to be more visible.
3- Bringing the purpose of the pilot test conducted by one of the authors into
light, it may be understood that the children’s growing historical
consciousness is also helping them to integrate the knowledge of other
disciplines in their life. For instance, by studying the layout plan of the Taj
Mahal, children could associate the value of Geography and Geometry as well.
Now, by integrating the skills of all these three disciplines, they may
create/design a structure of importance for public or for their own
consumption.
4- The debutant pilot test on blended classroom tried to orient children towards
the need of imbibing the ethos of Global Citizenship. The author interacted
with the students after the completion of the planned lesson and found that
many children showcased a desire to know more about Islamic architecture
and culture. They exhibited the interest to know the ’why’ behind IndoIslamic architecture in Medieval India. Few of them enquired, whether now
Middle East and Central Asian countries carry such architectural structures.
The other question was on the exchange of ideas between Islamic countries
and India in medieval period and the way they share common legacy. The
desire of being together with other countries through this common legacy did
appear in classroom of the author, which we claim to be a tiny step towards
international integration.

5- The classroom remained inquisitive of the Foreign Policy of Indian
Government towards Middle East and Central Asian territories. The seed of
interest which got planted in a history classroom engulfed other areas of
study. We need to encourage such move, wherein they will be prepared for a
sustainable future by solving various ongoing diplomatic crises of the world.
FEEDBACK FROM THE LEARNERS
1- Presented below are the salient points of the feedback obtained from the learners
“We have heard about Blended Learning, but it was the first time we got an
exposure”
This point was raised by most of the learners out of some sense of relief from a state of
bewilderment. It has been mentioned that the schools resorted to online teaching as a
viable alternative for confronting the situation arising out of the pandemic and such
sessions were not preceded by any kind of systematic planning or orientation of the
students. In course of such sessions, they had heard about BL from several teachers and
quite naturally they were keen to get an exposure. The session taken by the first author
was effectively the first step taken at their school in that direction. Hence, this feedback
was quite significant for us.
2- “Though we have visited some of the sites, the guided tours were quite useful”.
The sites chosen are known for their architectural splendour and they are popular
tourist spots. So, it was natural that many learners have visited them, but they have
seen those with the eyes of tourists in general. They did not view them as students of
history, whereas through this presentation they got to experience the historical as well
as architectural dimensions of viewing the monuments. They could appreciate the
commonality in the designs which was hitherto unknown to most of them. In the
process they could realise how an audio-visual presentation can effectively supplement
a teacher in the classroom. The learners are familiar with seeing the teacher in the
‘chalk and talk’ mode, whereas here they saw the teacher on their computer screen
making presentations from the sites. Thereby audio-visual presentation is a very
significant component of BL. As a matter of fact, quite a few learners who did not have
the opportunity to visit the sites got the flavour of it through the video of the guided
tours with a critical understanding of appreciating the value of cultural heritage in our
lives.
Such a guided tour has an additional dimension in the context of the National Education
Policy, 2020 (NEP 2020, p.15), where it defines the role of holistic development of a
learner through the following:
Appreciation of the sense of aesthetics by way of analysing the architectural grandeur
primarily from the point of view of Geometry.
Getting inclined towards evidence-based thinking which got reflected in their exhibition
of interest in exploring primary documents to investigate more about the monuments.
Getting inspired through the narration of the presenter about nurturing creativity and
innovativeness while erecting the monuments.
3- “We felt excited about the prospects of using satellite-based education and getting
the opportunity of interacting with the experts”.
The exercise had the limitation of not having live satellite-based interaction or teleteaching, but it was possible to give the learners a feel about how it may happen.

The learners are now aware how experts located at different parts of the globe can
have synchronous live interactions. The learners were also made aware about the
extent of preparedness from the technical point of view for making such
interactivity a reality. Our exercise could at least sensitize them about the possibility
of having such interactions.
4- “Some of us had problems of proper net connectivity during the presentation”.
It is being reiterated that online classes were introduced at the schools primarily
with a view to keep the process of teaching learning transactions on during the
COVID-19 pandemic. There was hardly any time for the authorities to take due note
of the anticipated problems, one of which was the issue of internet penetration.
Quite expectedly the problem surfaced and the school authorities did not have any
solution to this unprecedented situation. It is a reflection about the digital divide
being faced by the developing nations. Very serious meaningful intervention at the
governmental level added by strong technical support is necessary for arriving at a
solution. This is an issue pertaining to online education in general, but it finds a
place in our observation as it became an eye-opener during the sessions on blended
learning.
5- “We would be interested to know how other components of online education like
OER, OA, Podcasts, etc. can be blended”.
The smart learner is aware of the developments like Open Education Resources
(OER) and Open Access (OA). Some of them are also aware of modes like podcasts.
Some such learners exhibited curiosity to know how these modes can make
judicious inroads into BL. Visualizing a broader canvas of Blended Learning was a
unique feature of the feedback.
FINDINGS FROM THE ABOVE:
1-

Hitherto teaching has been an art of the quintessential teacher. But her role
now is more skewed towards technological interventions. She is now a
facilitator.
2- The different components of teaching methodologies can be judiciously
combined in the form of a package for personalized learning.
3- Earlier the students had known ‘Blended Learning’ as a jargon but now they got
a first-hand feel of it by way of seeing its application. Some of them even
contemplated about preparing short educational videos using their mobile
phone.
4- The exercise gave us an opportunity to make an assessment about our
technological preparedness and also motivated us to make strategies for further
academic activities, even holding examinations through blended mode.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The study had the following limitations;
•

A selected group of students was involved, and they do not form a representative
sample.

•

These were all urban students based in Delhi and the National Capital Region.

•

The mode of dissemination was virtual, though it was meant for explaining the
blending of F2F mode with online modes.

•

The situation of net connectivity was not ideal.

•

Some of the students reside in one- or two-bedroom sets, and thus they faced
disturbances during the online class.

Notwithstanding what has been stated above, it turned out that the learners could imbibe
the meaning of Blended Learning. They got a miniature but live example of BL. However,
BL is not just about participating in a session where we get to see the blending of some
components of online education with the F2F mode. It is a global point of view every angle
of which needs to be nurtured before making it workable. The exercise only provided a clue
about making judicious combination of different ICT based interventions with the F2F mode
and sensitized us about the further scopes for improvement.
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APPENDIX
The PPT Slides which were used

Disclaimer
The images used in the slides have been downloaded from the sites available on the Net.
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